
Dear Elena,
thanks a lot for your comments and suggestion.
Most of them are on svn.
You will find below some further answers/clarifications.

Thanks,
Cheers,
Andrea, Pol-Bernard and Diego

ANSWERS TO COMMENTS:
- Fig 51: I do not see open markers => the picture is taken directly from the paper. The legend 
does not refer to markers, but to open and filled boxes.
- l 1672: mention Ds here => The following sentences refer to the average of D0, D+ and D*
+. Citing the measurement of Ds here would be misleading. The measurement is described 
few lines later, when the discussion of the average D mesons is over.
- l 1684-1685: Raa compatible with unity in the full pt range: are you sure it is the case for 
the lowest pt point? => Not at 1 sigma level…but it is compatible to less than 2 sigmas, so 
the statement holds also in the lowest pt bin.
- Section 4.1.3: add LHCb results in pPb => The chapter is dedicated to AA, we occasionally 
mention pPb results only to point out that the observed effect is a final state one. The figure 
and a longer discussion are already present in the CNM chapter.
- First paragraph of 4.2: add definition of EP, SP, cumulants => Providing the definitions 
would make the description too heavy for a review (it is not straightforward to summarize 
some of the methods with just one sentence). The definitions can be found in the references 
provided.
- Fig 55 (right): this figure is taken from a paper. Modifying the legend would require to 
partly rebuild it.

- l 1935: Is \nu_stat the same you are speaking about in line 1929? => No. The definition is 
now provided in 1929 and \nu_stat changed to \nu in 1935
- l 1942: Why in italic? => The idea was to indicate a compound name, but probably is not 
the correct way to do it. It was put back to roman.
- l 2031: Maybe give the form of the Cornell potential => The formula is rather standard in 
our field: we just added a reference.
- l 2050: What does it mean the c in p_c => It probably means it is for c quark. The sentence 
was changed
- l 2137: a numerical procedure: reference missing => Added: “was incorporated by the same 
authors”, so that it becomes obvious that refs from Section 4.3.1 also apply.
- l 2194: have been -> has been => Keep “have been” since it refers to amendments.

- Maybe section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 could merge in a single one => We prefer to keep them 
separate. The MC@sHQ and BAMPS models are not pQCD, strictly speaking. Their 
“historical” claim is even that one cannot reproduce the RAA just using pQCD so that they 
lie somewhere between genuine pQCD and the non-perturbative approach of Ralf.

- I think that section 4.4 could have a general introduction, as you did for section 4.3. It 
would help => We’ll try to implement something in the next days.


